1. The problem considered here is the dual of the one investigated by us and G. Grelaud in [2] : give a formula for the direct integral decomposition of Ind^ o, a € K A. The answer, too, can be re g arded as the dual of the answer in [2] . Let g, t be the Lie algebras of G, K respectively, and let g*, t* be the respective (vector space) duals; P: g* -• 6* denotes the natural projection. Given n € G, we want to write re n\ K 
c± I n{a)odv(o);
we need to describe n{o) and v. To this end, we review some aspects of Kirillov theory. In [7] , Pukanszky showed that V can be partitioned into "layers" U e , each Ad*(AT)-stable, such that on U e the Ad*(K)-orbits are parametrized by a Zariski-open subset ~L e of an algebraic variety. (See also §2 of [2] .) We can thus parametrize Kby the union of the *L e . Let @ n c g* be the Kirillov orbit corresponding to n. There is a unique e such that <f n nP~l( Ue )
is Zariski-open in <?n. Let £* C S e be the set of /' e T. e such that P{@ n ) meets K • /'. It turns out that 27 is a finite disjoint union of manifolds. Let k* be the maximal dimension of these manifolds; define v to be A:*-dimensional measure on the manifolds of maximum dimension and 0 elsewhere. Then we will have where a> corresponds to /' G 27 via the Kirillov orbit picture.
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LAWRENCE CORWIN AND FREDERICK P. GREENLEAF It remains to describe «(/')• For / e @ n , define T O (/) = dim(G-/) + dim(A" • PI) -26im{K• I),
where the action of G, K is the coadjoint action (so that Gl = (f K and K • PI is the Kirillov orbit in V corresponding to Pi). This number is a constant, To, on a Zariski-open subset of @%, and we have /!(/') = oo, v-a.e. /' e 27, if T 0 > 0.
When To = 0, we have «(/') = number of Ad*(#)-orbits in P~X (K • l ') n<?
n;
moreover, this number is uniformly bounded a.e. on 27. This is the essential content of our Theorems 4.6 and 4.8. In fact, we note in Remark 4.7 that To > 0 whenever the number of AT-orbits in P~l(l ') n <f n is generically infinite. It may be helpful to consider the simplest example of the theorems, where K is of codimension 1 in G. This situation was investigated in [4] . For / € @ n , let t/ be the radical of/. There are two cases to consider. If t/ ^ t, then P is a diffeomorphism of <?" onto K• PIC V, and (fn = K-1; furthermore, 7I\K is irreducible, n\x = o P [. Thus 27 reduces to a single point (corresponding to o>/), and, for /' e P{<?*), P~ [(K-1') n &n = & n , so that n(l') = 1. It is easy to see that T O (/) = 0, and that Theorem 4.8 says that 7I\K = O\, (where /' € 2 71 corres p onds to K • PI). If t,C t, then choose X e g\t. In this case, P0 n = gRK-XfPI, where x t = exp tX (acting on PI by Ad*;notethat K is normal) and the union is disjoint. Furthermore, P~' •*"> = & n (i. e .,
<9 n is P-saturated), andP~\K• x t • Pi) = K• x t • I. Thus
te ' " * °x ,-n dtAgain, To = 0, and Theorem 4.8 gives this same decomposition. For in this case, 27 consists of representatives for the orbits < ? t K = K -( x t-Pl). It is easy to see from the formula P~l( Kx rPl) = Kxtlthat n(l') = 1 for/' representing <f t K . The proof in the general case is in essence an induction applied to this example. (In a sense, it is also dual to the proof in [2] .) We construct a chain of subgroups from K to G, each of codimension 1 in the next, and restrict step by step. Keeping track of the geometry, however, soon becomes difficult. To keep matters straight, we introduce a fibration of most of ff n . More precisely, we show that a Zariski-open set U c < ?" can be fibered into manifolds U = \Ji€Xf fy, such that all (vi) P{Ni)CKPl. This means that the direct integral in (1) can be taken over Xf. We show next that if To > 0, then Af fibers into manifolds of dimension > 1 that are taken into the same Ad*(AT)-orbit by P o X; this gives the infinite multiplicity case. When To = 0, the N/ are generically the orbits K • I, and the number of points in P~X{V) n X f is the number of M in P~X(V) C\&n\ this, plus some technical work, gives the finite multiplicity formula. The integral (1) (our Theorem 3.5) is, of course, also a direct integral decomposition, though not a canonical one. It is useful, however, because it leads to a proof of the following results: THEOREM The proofs of these theorems are similar to the proofs of the corresponding theorems for induced representations, given in [1] , and we shall not give further details here.
The duality between the results in [2] and those here is, of course, an aspect of Frobenius duality; in particular, the formula for n(n) in Ind^cr is the same as the formula for n(a) in n\fc-There are general results of this form; one is found in Mackey [5] . Mackey's theorem applies to almost all n and almost all a, while our results apply to all n € G and all a e K (except that, of course, n(n) and n(o) are denned only a.e.) Mackey's theorem also gives information on the measures in the direct integral decomposition. We hope to be able to say something about these measures on the exceptional set of representations not covered by Mackey's theorem, and about other aspects of Frobenius reciprocity; we defer these topics to future papers.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: in §2, we construct the Nfs and describe various other algebraic constructions like those in §2 of [2] , but somewhat more complicated. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the noncanonical decomposition (1), and our main theorems are proved in §4. We give some examples in §5, including one of a tensor product decomposition. For a number of proofs, we rely heavily on results of [2] . We also use a number of results concerning semialgebraic sets; a sketch of the main facts about these sets is found in [2] . (See [9] for further details.)
2. Here we decompose g* into sets Us adapted to both G and K; for each / € g*, we construct a set A 7 / with a number of useful properties analogous to those for the sets M/ constructed in §2 of [2] . Since the proofs closely follow proofs in [2] , we will sometimes be quite sketchy about details.
Let t be a subalgebra of a nilpotent Lie algebra g. We fix a strong Malcev basis {X\,...,X P } for 6 and extend it to a weak Malcev basis and let {Ip..., X* +m } c 9* be the dual basis to the given basis for 0. Note that Gj = expg 7a cts on both Q*J and 0* by Ad*, and that these actions are intertwined by the canonical projection Pj• -. Q* -• 0^. Also, K acts on each 0*, and these actions commute with Pj because X\,..., X p give a strong Malcev basis for t. We often write P for Define dimension indices for / e 9* as follows: Proof, (a) For j < p, this is clear, since the same group K acts on each g* and dim0* increases by 1 at each step. Forj > p, we have the coadjoint action of Gj -exp(&j) on 0^; orbits are even-dimensional and both Gj, 0* increase in dimension by 1 at each step.
(b) Order the e's as in Theorem 1, (b) , of [2] . For all 8 = (e,d) with fixed e, further order the d's as in Proposition 2 of [2] . Now take the lexicographic order on A: (e, d) > (e', d') if e > e' or e = e' and d > d'. The proof of Proposition 2 of [2] is easily modified to show that this ordering has the desired properties.
• 
Proof. We use induction on dimg/6. If t = g, this is essentially the theorem in [7] on orbits applied to the unipotent action of K = expf on V, with X\,..., X* as the Jordan-Holder basis. Then W = K • I = Ad*(AT)/; (b) and (c) are thus trivial, (a) follows because the Us are always Ad*(AT)-invariant, and (d) is one part of Pukanszky's parametrization of orbits in U$.
If dimg/6 > 0, the proof is a nearby verbatim adaptation of the proof of Proposition 3 in [2] .
•
The following observation about the properties of the action basis generating W will be useful, and can be proved without going into details of the proof of Proposition 2.2. Proof. Since we are projecting onto g (J , there is no loss of generality in assuming that g^ = g, ij = m +p, and j = r + k. Writing r 2 -r + k, n = m + p, go for g n-\, P$ for P n-\, e tc., in what follows, we have (4) (ad*Y)l=X*n, withy eg.
Obviously Y is determined modt/, the radical of/. Because the orbit dimension increases as we pass from 
(This last statement is proved on pp. 50-54 of [6] .) Now let / € U sn Uf. It suffices to show that i?f(e) Q Rii^), since this will imply that the set PK(1) can be extended to an action basis at / for the action of G. Then (4) and Proposition 2.2 imply that Ad*(K)l c N h as desired.
So choose / e i?f(e). If 1 < / < p, then
and this implies that / e R' 2 {S) c i? 2 (<5)-If p + 1 < / < w + p, then there is an X € i with ad*(X)P ( (/) / 0 and ad*(X)P,_!(/) = 0. Therefore X € t^^/) and X £ tp t (i). It follows from p. 149 of [6] that dim Ad* G,-(P/' (~/)) = dim Ad* G)_I(P/_I(/)) + 2, or that i e / J^( <5) c R 2 {3). D 3. Here we give our first decomposition of n\x as a direct integral. In this section we let < ? = <fn. Let 5 be the largest index in A such that Us meets @. Then Us (~)<fis Zariski-open in the R-irreducible variety 0.
Let 
is topologically open and dense in Go • Po/-Thus if we define the dimension index set AQ for g^ using the {Xj\ j G RjiS)} used to define ^ are precisely the ones needed to define £o: 
and the variety X fo = X Pofr
Since PQ intertwines the actions of Gon g* and $JQ, we have
In particular, for our u, v we have Therefore to = 0, and we are done.
• ( Proof. Any semialgebraic set S has a stratification (see, e.g., [9] ); that means, among other things, that S can be written as a finite disjoint union of manifolds that are also semialgebraic sets. Let dim S be the largest dimension of any manifold in the stratification; this is independent of the stratification. If T cS is semialgebraic and dense, then necessarily dim(5' \ 7 ) < dim S; this follows from the fact that S has a stratification compatible with T. In particular, S \ T is null with respect to (dim5')-dimensional measure on S. Thus the proposition will follow once we show that [Xf] is semialgebraic and dense in S.
Since and Zariski-open; it is also easy to verify that
where £o is denned as in (5) 4. In this section, we give the geometric interpretation of the direct integral decomposition in Theorem 3.3.
Let & = <f n be the orbit in g* for n G G, and let t c g be a subalgebra. Fix a basis X\,..., X p ,..., X m+P for g through t as in §2, and define
etc., as in §3. Fix / G Ug C\(f n and let X: Af -• Xf be given by X(u) -£(w,/). We need some information about Xf, which acts as the base space in the decomposition of Theorem 3.3. We already know that the varieties N[ (I G Xf) are transverse to Xf in the set-theoretic sense; we need a differentiable version of this fact. • We now consider the maps shown in Figure 1 :
Here (3); note that 0 e E and that E is Zariskiopen in Bf. Clearly Range(/? ) = [Z a n W/ sinceX is bijectiveonBf We have /j G Z Q n Y f .
2). Define
P(u,t) = y a (i(u,f),t) = y/ a (A(u),t), where y/ a (l,t) = i//j(t), as in
As we remarked earlier, <p is constant on each JV/; thus <p o fl is constant on {u} x / for all u e I. Therefore <po p\N is determined by 
K = max{rank^($? ° P)( u , t )'-{u,t) e N} = k x ,
as desired.
The number k\ (the generic rank of d{(poX) on Bf) is an important constant for our geometric analysis of multiplicities. It is convenient to introduce the "defect index" Proof. Formulas (16) and (18) show that To = 0 iff dim N[ = dimKl for generic /. From Lemma 2.4, Kl CTV/ ; since both of these varieties are graphs of polynomial maps, they have the same dimension iff they are equal as sets.
We need another lemma to relate To and k\.
(4.4) TRANSVERSALITY LEMMA. Let S" = {I e [/jfK?,: is maximal). Then ker(d<p)i = ad*(g)/n t£ (/) f o r all I€ S", where
and the annihilator is taken in g*.
Proof. There are Zariski-open sets Zp C t* covering Uf, plus rational nonsingular maps Qp defined on them, such that on Zp n Uf, Q P = n * (Pe is the Pukanszky parametrizing map described earlier Up= P^^ ^j ® Sf Fix / e S". Since rank(aty>) is constant on S", a standard result (see Lemma 1.3 of [8] ) shows that S" foliates into leaves on which (p is constant; at /, there is a rectangular coordinate neighborhood N = / x J in 5"' (with / a /^-dimensional cube and / a ^-dimensional cube, say), such that (t) x J is the intersection of a <p-\eafwith N and values of <p are distinct on each (t) x /, t e /. Since (p\s>< = TIT°Pj~* °P\sn and
we see that the #>-leaf through / is contained in P~l(
). is P~ 1
On the other hand, if / e 5"', then we can find an index /? with I € Up. Ont/jgn S", (p is the restriction of %T ° Q^ ° P, defined on Up. It is easy to see that ker(d<p)iD (tangent space to S" at /) nkerd(nr °Qp° P)iBut nj oQpoPis constant on t/^ fi P -1 (K• PI), and so (20) ker(^),Dt/-nr^.
Comparing (19) and (20) gives the lemma.
• Hence, for all such /, [v] .
(b) IfT0 > 0, then
Proof. The discussion so far applies to any base point / e (f n n U$. Fix such an /. We have seen that P{Us) Q Uf. Theorem 3.3 gives us a decomposition
X\K = \
where k(u) = £(u,f) (see (5)) and m is Lebesgue measure on R^, k as above. We know that k* = generic rank{d?(^ o X) u : u e Af} and that this rank is achieved on some Zariski-open set E* C Af. Let Z* = ((pok)(E*) C Z-^; clearly dimZ* = K. The map <poX corresponds to a foliation of E* with g> o X constant on each leaf; in fact, for any u G E* there is a centered coordinate patch Wu= / x / (/ C R 
I
The sets G ( = F/AdJ^/ ^j ) p are disjoint in E* and have the form M, = AT, x /,-, where
and hence (writing ^i > ni to indicate that 712 is equivalent to a subrepresentation of n\) we get
On the other hand, if (X,fi) is a measure space and X = \jf=lXj (Xj measurable, but not necessarily disjoint), then we can easily show, by partitioning X compatibly with the Xj, that
Summing over oo r®
*w <L © / "
we get
(from above).
The "Schroder-Bernstein Theorem for representations" says that these representations are equivalent. We now show that S* and I 71 differ b y sets of dimension < k *, and so determine the same canonical measure: [v{\ = [1/] ; this will complete the proof. (This part of our discussion works for any value of To.) Let (4.7) REMARK. When To > 0, we have dimKl < dim W for generic 1 €(fn. From Lemma 2.4, W is a union of ^-orbits, so in this case TV/ contains infinitely many A^-orbits. Hence so does @ n n p~x'
, for g eneric / €<? n. Thus the multiplicity of oj, in n\x is equal to the number of Ad*(^T)-orbits in & n n pJ ( K ' r ) for v-a . e . I' € 27 (provided that we do not distinguish among infinities). This interpretation of multiplicity as the number of certain Ad*(/Q-orbits also holds in the finite multiplicity case, To = 0, as the next theorem shows.
(4.8) THEOREM. Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra, t a subalgebra, and G, K the corresponding (connected, simply connected) groups. Let {X\,...,Xp,. ..,X m+p } be a basis for g through t, as in §3. For % € G, let @ n be its coadjoint orbit, and let e be the largest index for layers in V such that P~l(U*f) meets @ n , where P: g* -* t* is the natural projection. Define the defect index To as in (16), and define 27 = (p(P'
x (U^ ) r \(fn) with its canonical measure class [v] as in (21).
Suppose that To = 0, and let
Then for v -a. e. I' el
71, For any set AC P~\Uf)C\@ n , w e define its ^-saturant, [A^, by
The proof proceeds as follows:
Step 1. We construct a semialgebraic set HC KX f c ( f n with the following properties:
(ii) The complement of H is of measure 0 in @ n n P( iii) A (\h -I/ 7 is semia lg e braic and of full measure in 27. Once
Step 1 is completed, part (a) of the theorem is proved; furthermore, it will suffice to prove (c) when the integral is over ~L we show that they are semialgebraic and that they are empty once j is sufficiently large. This proves (b).
Step 3. Let C, = {<pok)-\I.
HU )).
We show that
Step 2.
(from Theorem 3.5 and (vi) of Step 1), this proves (c).
Proof {Step 1). Let (7 = {/€/ > -| (C/ e /i: )r!^r: rank(d<p)t = k}, x) = x f n u n f/j. (25) dim ((p(F) ) < dimS*.
For if (25) .," maximum rank{d ( ')a,. du(l') = Qf ja v du{l').
To prove the theorem, therefore, it suffices to prove that r® r®
To do this, we Proof. We show that for any /' G 57, <p~x {V) T\@n is connected. Let x = <p~l {l')r\& n \ pick / G X, such that P{1) = /'. Since t is an ideal, G acts on 6* by Ad*, and P: Q* -> t* intertwines these actions of G. Let S = Stab G (/') = { X <EG : Ad*(x)l' = /'}; S is connected, since the action of G on V is unipotent. Now suppose that Ad*(*)/ e X for some x eG. Then P(Ad* x)l G K • V and therefore there exists k G K such that
That is, kx G 5, or x G ATS (a subgroup, since AT is normal). Conversely, y<EKS=> P(Ad*y)l e <9 V => (Ad* y)l GX, or X = Ad*(AT5")/ is connected.
It follows that if T 0 = 0, then and let G be the corresponding Lie group. We let Z*,..., W* be the dual basis for g*. Write (z, y,x, w) = exp zZ exp y Y exp xX exp w W, [a,p, y,d] By an obvious change in notation, (31) and (32) describe orbits in t*; orbits in (g © g)* are Cartesian products of orbits in g*.
We shall compute n ait7i ® n a2i y 2 = nai>yi x 7 i 0}, ^ = dp, (5.4) REMARK. For some groups G, one can have n\ ®7i2 irreducible even though U\ and ^2 are infinite-dimensional. This is implicit in some of the calculations in [3] . The simplest example is probably the case where g is the group of strictly upper triangular 5x5 matrices. Let Xjj, 1 < / < j < 5, be the obvious basis {X t j has a 1 as its (i,j) entry and zeroes elsewhere), and let //, be the dual basis for g*; a tedious calculation shows that
